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Nighttime Is My Time Feb 20 2022 From the "Queen of Suspense," Mary Higgins Clark, comes a

riveting tale of suspense, secrets, and revenge. Historian Jean Sheridan returns to Cornwall-onHudson, New York, excited about her twenty-year high-school reunion at Stonecroft Academy.
But a dear friend of hers soon becomes the fifth woman in the class to meet a sudden, mysterious
end. Then Jean receives a taunting fax about a child she gave up for adoption, whose existence
she had kept a secret but whose life may now be in danger. For present at the reunion is The Owl,
a murderer on a mission of vengeance against women who once humiliated him...and Jean is his
final intended victim.
All Around The Town Apr 12 2021 Mary Higgins Clark, the Queen of Suspense, crafts a
terrifying story of murder and obsession with “a slambam finish” (Los Angeles Times Book
Review). When Laurie Kenyon, a twenty-one-year-old student, is accused of murdering her
English professor, she has no memory of the crime. Her fingerprints, however, are everywhere.
When she asks her sister, attorney Sarah, to mount her defense, Sarah in turn brings in
psychiatrist Justin Donnelly. Kidnapped at the age of four and victimized for two years, Laurie
has developed astounding coping skills. Only when the unbearable memories of those lost years
are released can the truth of the crime come out—and only then can the final sadistic plan of her
abductor, whose obsession is stronger than ever, be revealed.
Pretend You Don't See Her Jul 16 2021 Mary Higgins Clark sends chills down readers' spines
with the story of Lacey Farrell, a rising star on the Manhattan real estate scene. One day, while
showing a luxurious skyline co-op, Lacey is witness to a murder -- and to the dying words of the
victim.... The dying woman is convinced that the attacker was after her dead daughter's journal -which Lacey gives to the police, but not before making a copy for herself. It's an impulse that

later proves nearly fatal. Placed in the witness protection program and sent to live in the
Minneapolis area, Lacey must assume a fake identity, at least until the killer can be brought to
trial. There she meets Tom Lynch, a radio talk-show host whom she tentatively begins to date -until the strain of deception makes her break it off. Then she discovers the killer has traced her to
Minneapolis. Armed with nothing more than her own courage and clues from the journal, Lacey
heads back to New York, determined to uncover who's behind the deaths of the two women -before she's the next casualty. At once seductive and frightening, Pretend You Don't See Her is
the "mistress of high tension" (The New Yorker) at her ingenious best.
As Time Goes By Aug 05 2020 When she is assigned to cover the high-profile trial of a woman
accused of murdering her wealthy husband, a news journalist decides to search for her birth
mother.
We'll Meet Again Jul 28 2022 Dr Gary Lasch is found dead at his desk. The murder stuns his elite
Connecticut community - especially when his beautiful young wife, Molly, is arrested and
charged with his murder. Six years later, on Molly's release from prison, she reasserts her
innocence in front of reporters gathered at the prison gates. Among them is an old schoolfriend,
Fran Simmons, who is currently working as an investigative reporter for a true crime television
series. Determined to prove her innocence, Molly convinces Fran to research and produce a
programme on Gary's death. Fran agrees, but in doing so, she has a second agenda - to learn the
truth about her own father's suicide fourteen years earlier. Fran soon finds herself enmeshed in a
tangled web of intrigue and menace - more deaths and more unanswered questions about Gary
Lasch's death. As her investigation proceeds, there are those who know they must make a choice:

face ruin, or eliminate Fran.
Stillwatch Mar 12 2021 "I TOLD YOU NOT TO COME..." Slipped under the door of her
Georgetown home, the note was an ominous reminder of Pat Traymore's past. The beautiful
young television journalist had come to glamorous, high-powered Washington to produce a TV
series. Her subject: Senator Abigail Jennings, slated for nomination as the first woman vice
president of the United States. With the help of an old flame, Congresman Sam Kingsley, Pat
delves into Abigail's life, only to turn up horrifying facts that threaten to destroy senator's
reputation and her career. Worse still, sinister connections to Pat's own childhood and the
nightmare secrets hidden within are surfacing -- secrets waiting to destroy her.
Where Are You Now? Mar 31 2020 Driven to solve the mystery of an older sibling's
disappearance ten years earlier, young lawyer Carolyn MacKenzie investigates a bizarre
community of people who choose to disappear, embarking on a quest with life-threatening
consequences.
All Around The Town Jun 26 2022 When Professor Allan Grant is found stabbed to death, all
the evidence points to an obsessed student, 21-year-old Laurie Kenyon. She sent him passionate
letters, stalked him, watched him through his study window. And after the murder, she wakes up
in her dormitory, covered in blood and clutching the knife that killed him, with no memory of the
brutal crime. Laurie's sister and attorney, Sarah, is the only one who understands Laurie's daily
nightmare and the shocking lingering effects of a childhood kidnapping too hideous to be
recalled. Laurie's abductors - Bic Hawkins and his wife Opal, now prominent TV evangelists fear she will start to remember her life with them. They must ensure that her past remains buried

at all costs, even if it means Bic has to carry out the murderous threat he made all those years ago
to a terrified girl...
Smile Beach Murder Aug 24 2019 From author Alicia Bessette comes an all-new mystery series
featuring Callie Padget, a former reporter turned bookshop clerk in the Outer Banks who is
pulled into a deadly web of secrets when a mysterious fall at a lighthouse echoes a tragedy from
her past. When Callie is laid off from her reporting job, she returns to her hometown of Cattail
Island and lands a gig at the local bookstore—the same one where she found comfort after her
mother died. In fact, the anniversary of her mother’s infamous death is approaching. Years ago,
Teri Padget tumbled from the top of the lighthouse. As islanders are once again gossiping about
the tragedy, devastating news strikes: the lighthouse has claimed another victim. Eva Meeks, of
Meeks Hardware. The police are calling it suicide, but Callie does not believe Eva jumped any
more than she believes her mother did—especially because Callie knows that before her death,
Eva had dug up a long-forgotten treasure hunt that could have put a target on Eva’s back. In
Callie’s search for answers, she enlists the help of some beloved books and several new friends,
including the handsome local martial arts instructor, Toby Dodge. But when another death rocks
Cattail Island, Callie must face her fears alone. As she earns enemies in pursuit of the truth,
Callie knows she will either uncover the killer or become a victim herself.
Every Breath You Take Jan 28 2020 The fifth collaborative novel in the Under Suspicion series
by Mary Higgins Clark and Alafair Burke, takes place at the Met Gala in New York City.
Nighttime Is My Time Jul 04 2020 The disappearance of several apparently unrelated young
women all over the country is the beginning of Mary Higgins Clark's chilling new novel, as one

person begins to suspect that the young women may have all been murdered or abducted by the
same man--and he may be somebody she knows.
Just Take My Heart Apr 24 2022 In her new thriller, America's #1 bestselling Queen of
Suspense delves into a legal battle over the guilt or innocence of a man accused of murdering his
wife. Woven into her plot is an eerie, little-understood but documented medical phenomenon -the emergence of a donor's traits and memories in the recipient of a heart transplant. Natalie
Raines, one of Broadway's brightest stars, accidentally discovers who killed her former
roommate and sets in motion a series of shocking events that puts more than one life in extreme
peril. While Natalie and her roommate, Jamie Evans, were both struggling young actresses,
Jamie had been involved with a mysterious married man to whom she referred only by nickname.
Natalie comes face to face with him years later and inadvertently addresses him by the nickname
Jamie had used. A few days later, Natalie is found in her home in Closter, New Jersey, dying
from a gunshot wound. Immediately the police suspect Natalie's theatrical agent and soon-to-beex-husband, Gregg Aldrich. He had long been a "person of interest" and was known to have
stalked Natalie to find out if she was seeing another man. But no charges are brought against him
until two years later, when Jimmy Easton, a career criminal, suddenly comes forward to claim
that Aldrich had tried to hire him to kill his wife. Easton knows details about the Aldrich home
that only someone who had been there -- to plan a murder, for instance -- could possibly know.
The case is a plum assignment for Emily Wallace, an attractive thirty-two-year-old assistant
prosecutor. As she spends increasingly long hours preparing for the trial, a seemingly wellmeaning neighbor offers to take care of her dog in her absence. Unaware of his violent past, she

gives him a key to her home... As Aldrich's trial is making headlines, her boss warns Emily that
this high-profile case will reveal personal matters about her, such as the fact that she had a heart
transplant. And, during the trial, Emily experiences sentiments that defy all reason and continue
after Gregg Aldrich's fate is decided by the jury. In the meantime, she does not realize that her
own life is now at risk. A compelling novel that probes the mysteries of the human heart and
mind, Just Take My Heart is Mary Higgins Clark's most spellbinding tale.
Santa Cruise Nov 27 2019 Embarking on a mystery seminar cruise during the holiday season,
amateur sleuth Alvirah, private detective Regan, and their family members find their voyage
overshadowed by a ghost spotting, the disappearance of a fan, and an unexpected storm.
You Don't Own Me Nov 07 2020 The “Queen of Suspense” Mary Higgins Clark and Alafair
Burke are here with their fifth enthralling mystery in the New York Times bestselling Under
Suspicion series as television producer Laurie Moran must solve the murder of a celebrity
doctor—before a mysterious stalker plots his next move. Television producer Laurie Moran
recently became engaged to her investigative television show’s former host, Alex Buckley, and
since then, the two have been happily planning a summer wedding, preparing for Alex’s
confirmation to a federal judicial appointment, and searching for the perfect New York City
home for their new life together. But then Laurie is approached by Robert and Cynthia Bell,
parents of Dr. Martin Bell, a physician who was shot dead as he pulled into the driveway of his
Greenwich Village carriage house five years ago. The Bells are sure that Martin’s disgraced and
erratic wife, Kendra, carried out the murder. Determined to prove Kendra’s guilt and win custody
over their grandchildren, they plead with Laurie to feature their son’s case on Under Suspicion,

ensuring her that Kendra is willing to cooperate. As Laurie dives into the case, she learns that
Martin wasn’t the picture-perfect husband, father, and doctor he appeared to be and was carrying
secrets of his own. And what does the web of lies ensnaring the Bell family have to do with a
dangerous stranger, who gazes at Laurie from afar and thinks, She is actually quite a lovely girl,
I’m sure she’s going to be missed…? You Don’t Own Me is the perfect, exhilarating follow up to
the bestselling Every Breath You Take. The “Queen of Suspense” Mary Higgins Clark and her
dazzling partner-in-crime Alafair Burke have devised another riveting page-turner.
I've Got My Eyes on You Sep 17 2021 The extraordinary new thriller from the Queen of
Suspense and global bestseller, Mary Higgins Clark. Eighteen-year-old Kerry Dowling is found
fully dressed at the bottom of the family pool. She threw a party the night before, while her
parents were away; her house was full of people. But no one saw anything. The police
immediately suspect her boyfriend, with whom she had a bitter argument at the party. But other
people had a grudge against Kerry, too, including her twenty-year-old neighbour. Everyone
knows he wanted to come to the party. Everyone knows how angry he was that Kerry didn't
invite him. As the police flail about for answers, Kerry’s older sister Aline decides to take
matters into her own hands. But by trying to solve her sister's murder, Aline may be putting her
own life in danger... * * * Praise for Mary Higgins Clark * * * 'I adore Mary Higgins Clark'
Karin Slaughter 'Trust Mary Higgins Clark to know what frightens us to death' New York Times
'Clark plays out her story like the pro that she is . . . flawless' Daily Mirror 'Should come with a
warning: start in the evening and you'll be reading late into the night'USA Today
A Cry In The Night Sep 25 2019 Divorcee Jenny MacPartland's struggle to support herself and

her two small daughters is not helped by her irresponsible ex-husband. But suddenly a new man
steps into her life. Rich, handsome Erich Krueger sweeps her off her feet and off to his mansion
in the country.
No Place Like Home May 02 2020 Growing up under an assumed identity after accidentally
shooting her mother and escaping her abusive father, Liza Barclay, unable to overcome fears that
her past will reclaim her, is shocked when her husband inadvertently buys her childhood home.
Reissue.
Weep No More My Lady May 26 2022 New York Times bestselling author Mary Higgins Clark’s
suspenseful masterpiece is a “crackling tale of menace and love that holds your attention to the
last page” (Andrew M. Greeley). Elizabeth Lange has arrived at Cypress Point Spa in Pebble
Beach, California, weary of heart and soul. Still grieving for her beloved sister, a famous actress
who plunged to her death from her Manhattan penthouse, Elizabeth is determined to unearth the
truth about how Leila died. Dashing multimillionaire Ted Winters stands accused of her murder,
but Elizabeth has doubts. Along the windswept cliffs of the Monterey coast, in luxurious
bungalows, between gourmet meals and beachfront walks, uneasiness stalks Elizabeth while she
begins opening doors to the past. As glimpses of the dark truth about Leila's life and death—and
about Elizabeth herself—start to crash against her mind, an ominous wave from an unexpected
source threatens to engulf her entirely.
PRETEND YOU DON'T SEE HER Nov 19 2021 What happens when a young woman is
accidentally caught up in a dangerous murder investigation, having merely been in the wrong
place at the wrong time? Lacey Farrell, a rising star on the Manhattan real estate scene, is witness

to a murder - and to the final words of the victim. The dying woman is convinced her attacker
was after her dead daughter's journal, which Lacey gives to the police, but not before making a
copy for herself. It's an impulse that later proves nearly fatal. Placed in the witness protection
programme and sent to live in Minneapolis, Lacey must assume a fake identity, at least until the
killer can be brought to trial. There she meets Tom Lynch, a radio talk-show host whom she
tentatively begins to date - until the strain of her deception makes her break it off. Then she
discovers the killer has traced her whereabouts. Armed with nothing more than her own courage
and clues from the journal, Lacey heads back to New York determined to uncover who is behind
the deaths of the two women… before she is the next casualty.
Stranger Is Watching May 14 2021 Four people whose lives have been shattered by a murder
find themselves in continuing conflict as the hour of the convicted murderer's execution
approaches
Laced Feb 08 2021 Tracing their ancestry to a small Dublin town while honeymooning in
Ireland, newlyweds Regan and Jack Reilly learn disturbing information about their families, a
discovery with which they are aided by Jack's colleagues at the Major Case Squad. By the author
of Hitched. Reprint.
The Shadow of Your Smile Sep 29 2022 At age eighty-three and in failing health, Olivia Morrow
knows she has little time left. The last of her line, she faces a momentous choice: expose a longheld family secret, or take it with her to her grave. Olivia has in her possession letters from her
deceased cousin Catherine, a nun, now being considered for beatification by the Catholic Church.
These letters reveal that, at the age of seventeen, Catherine gave birth to a son and gave him up

for adoption and they identify the father as Alex Gannon, a world-famous doctor, scientist and
inventor of medical patents. Now, two generations later, thirty-one year old paediatrician, Dr.
Monica Farrell, Catherine's granddaughter, stands as the rightful heir to what remains of the
Gannon family fortune. But in telling Monica who she really is and getting what is lawfully hers,
Olivia would have to betray Catherine's wishes and reveal the story behind Monica's ancestry.
But as the pressure of Olivia's impending choice weighs down on her, little does she realize that
Alex Gannon's grand-nephews - who are currently exploiting the Gannon inheritance to fund
their profligate lifestyles - will stop at nothing to silence Olivia and prevent Monica from
learning the secret, even murder.
Before I Say Good-Bye Jan 22 2022 A young woman probing into the mysterious circumstances
of her husband's death receives a message from a medium claiming to be his channel in Mary
Higgins Clark's #1 bestselling thriller, Before I Say Goodbye. When Nell MacDermott learns that
her husband, architect Adam Cauliff, and three of his business associates have died in an
explosion of his new cabin cruiser, she is not only devastated but wracked with guilt. The last
time she saw Adam, they had a bitter quarrel over her plan to run for the congressional seat long
held by her grandfather; she had told him not to come home. As the investigation into the boat's
explosion proceeds, Nell learns that it was not an accident but a bomb. Despite her skepticism,
Nell is swayed by her great-aunt Gert, a believer in psychic powers, to see a medium claiming to
be Adam's channel. While trying to unravel the threads of Adam's past and his violent end, Nell
consults the medium, who transmits messages to her with instructions from Adam. The story
reaches a powerful climax in Nell's final encounter with the medium, in which she learns the

truth about the explosion -- truth she can't be allowed to live and tell.
Mary Higgins Clark eBook Sampler Feb 29 2020 Featuring an exclusive introduction from the
beloved, bestselling “Queen of Suspense,” the Mary Higgins Clark Sampler includes bonus
original pieces and 10 excerpts from reader favorites, such as Where Are The Children, Daddy's
Little Girl, Two Little Girls In Blue, All Around the Town, and Pretend You Don't See Her, plus
an extended excerpt from her new book, Daddy's Gone A Hunting. Never before have readers
been able to sample 10 blockbuster works of Mary Higgins Clark in one package. Delve into fan
favorites, such as Where Are The Children, Daddy's Little Girl, All Around the Town, and
Pretend You Don't See Her, plus an extended teaser of her new mystery thriller, Daddy's Gone A
Hunting. Each excerpt comes with an original introduction by the author explaining the
inspiration for the book. In her latest novel, Mary Higgins Clark exposes a dark secret from a
family’s past that threatens the lives of two sisters, Kate and Hannah Connelly, when the familyowned furniture firm in Long Island City, founded by their grandfather and famous for its fine
reproductions of antiques, explodes into flames in the middle of the night, leveling the buildings
to the ground, including the museum where priceless antiques have been on permanent display
for years. The ashes reveal a startling and grisly discovery and provoke a host of suspicions and
questions. Was the explosion deliberately set? What was Kate—tall, gorgeous, blond, a CPA for
one of the biggest accounting firms in the country, and sister of a rising fashion designer—doing
in the museum when it burst into flames? Why was Gus, a retired and disgruntled craftsman,
with her at that time of night? Now Gus is dead, and Kate lies in the hospital badly injured and in
a coma, so neither can tell what drew them there, or what the tragedy may have to do with the

hunt for a young woman missing for many years, nor can they warn that somebody may be
covering his tracks, willing to kill to save himself.
Piece of My Heart Dec 21 2021 "Television producer Laurie Moran and her fiancé, Alex
Buckley, the former host of her investigative television show Under Suspicion, are just days
away from their midsummer wedding when Alex's seven-year-old nephew, Johnny, vanishes
from the beach. Witnesses recall Johnny playing in the water and collecting shells near an ice
cream shack, but when his new sitter turned her head, he had vanished. As the sun sets, Johnny's
skim board washes up on shore, and everyone realizes that he could be anywhere, even in the
ocean. Could the abduction be related to the wedding? Was Laurie's ten-year-old son, Timmy,
the intended target? Or was Johnny abducted by a stranger? Laurie and Alex, along with
Johnny's parents and Leo Farley, Laurie's father and a retired NYPD detective, are determined to
track down every lead." -- Page [4] cover.
He Sees You When You're Sleeping Dec 09 2020 Now in trade, "It's A Wonderful Life" meets
"The Sopranos" in this classic holiday tale from bestselling authors Mary and Carol Higgins
Clark.
My Gal Sunday Aug 17 2021 Topping her bestselling success with Alvirah and Willy, in The
Lottery Winner,America's Queen of Suspense introduces a new sleuthing couple , Henry and
Sunday, an ex-president and his young congresswoman bride. Henry Parker Britland IV is
wealthy and worldly -- a beloved former president who, still youthful, is enjoying early
retirement. His new wife, Sunday, is beautiful, smart and seventeen years younger than he, and
has just been elected to Congress in a stunning upset victory that has made her the darling of the

media. Henry and Sunday make a formidable team of sleuths -- and never more so than when
they set out to solve crimes occurring among their friends in political high society. When Henry's
former secretary of state is indicted for the murder of his mistress, Henry and Sunday suspect he
is taking the fall for a crime of passion he did not commit. With cases ranging from a crime on
the presidential yacht to a kidnapping that brings Henry back to the White House as he races
against time to unravel the plot, there is never a dull moment for the ex-president and his bride -or the reader. With her wit and gift for characterization, the creator of the popular Alvirah and
Willy stories brings us another marvelously endearing sleuthing duo, destined to return again and
again
The Melody Lingers On Sep 05 2020 A beloved aunt's agreement to help her niece with college
essays reawakens past secrets about the night a grandparent was murdered, an event that compels
the woman to investigate a treasured music box to uncover the truth.
All Through the Night Jun 22 2019 Alvirah, an amateur detective, and her husband Willy
investigate when an after-school shelter for neighborhood kids is prevented from moving into a
neighboring building by a couple living there who claim to have inherited it
Death Wears a Beauty Mask and Other Stories Jun 02 2020 A collection of short stories by the
"Queen of Suspense" features her first published short story, "Stowaway."
Anastasia Syndrome Jun 14 2021 Trapped in her seventeeth-century past, a brilliant writer
exacts an ancient revenge in the twentieth... A child wanders, lost and alone, in the maze of New
York... A lottery ticket turns up a winning combination of love and death...
I'll Be Seeing You Jan 10 2021 The murdered woman could have been her double. When

reporter Meghan Collins sees the sheet-wrapped corpse in a New York City hospital, she feels as
if she's staring into her own face. And Meghan has troubles enough already without this bizarre
experience. Nine months ago, her much-loved father's car spun off a New York bridge. Now,
investigators are saying that there's no trace of his car in the river, and they suspect he faked his
own death. With frightening speed, links start to appear between Meghan's father and her dead
lookalike. Meghan may be in danger herself, but she's determined to find the truth to the mystery.
In a nightmare journey spiraling from New York to Connecticut to Arizona, Meghan finds that
the truth can sometimes be deadly.
Remember Me Oct 19 2021 Unable to forgive herself for the death of her two-year-old son
Bobby in a car accident, Menley Nichols' marriage to Adam starts to fall apart- until the birth of
their daughter Hannah. Determined to rebuild a life together around their precious baby, Menley
and Adam decide to rent a house on Cape Cod for a month, confidant that the tranquility of the
place will be ideal for Menley and little Hannah. But the peace they crave is disturbed when
strange things start to happen- incidents which make Menley relive the horror of the accident in
which she lost Bobby. . . incidents which make her fear for Hannah. And step by step, Menley
and Adam are drawn into a dark and sinister web of events whcih threatens their marriage, their
child and ultimately Menley's sanity.
Where Are The Children? Dec 29 2019 Nancy Harmon has a new home, a loving husband and
two beautiful children. The thing is, she's had all this before . . . Seven years ago she escaped
from a volatile marriage and the devastating deaths of her first two children. Now, she's trying to
start afresh. The accusations. The newspaper stories. The blame. That's all behind her. Or so she

thinks. For someone has not forgotten. Somebody who is determined to bring the terror and the
pain hurtling back. One cold morning, Nancy leaves her children to play outside - but when she
returns, they have disappeared. With growing terror, she realises it has begun again . . .
No Place Like Home Aug 29 2022 Liza Barclay, aged 10, shot her mother while trying to
protect her from her violent stepfather, ex-FBI agent Charley Foster. Despite her stepfather's
claim that it was a deliberate act, the Juvenile Court ruled the death an accident. Many people,
however, agreed with Foster and tabloids compared Liza to the infamous murderess, Lizzie
Borden, pointing even to the similarity in name. Growing up with adoptive parents who tried to
erase every trace of her past, her name is changed to Celia. Always, though, the fear hung over
her and the family - that someday, her vengeful stepfather would reappear to harm her. Aged 25,
a successful interior designer, she marries a childless sixty-year old widower and they have a
son. Before their marriage, she had confided her earlier life to her husband. Two years on, on his
deathbed, he tells her that he would want her to re-marry, but makes her swear never to reveal
her past to anyone, so that their son would not carry the burden of this family tragedy - a promise
that plunges her into a new cycle of violence. Three years later, happily re-married, Celia is
shocked when her second husband presents her with a gift -- the house where she killed her
mother. When the real estate agent who has made the sale recognises her and, soon after, is
murdrered, Celia is accused of the crime. Once again, she is home -- the place where she is
stamped as a murderess.
The Lost Years Mar 24 2022 The brand new spine-tingling thriller from the world's favorite
thriller writer A fantastically page-turning new thriller from the world's favourite thriller writer,

featuring all the twists, turns and chillingly close-to-the-bone storylines that her millions of fans
know and love. Praise for Mary Higgins Clark: 'I adore Mary Higgins Clark' Karin Slaughter
'Teeming with tantalizing twists, Clark's crackling tale of identity theft, revenge, and murder is a
tempting and thought-provoking thriller' Booklist
Moonlight Becomes You Oct 07 2020 Maggie Holloway is unsatisfied with the explanation for
her former stepmother's death, and when the residents of a nursing home begin dying suddenly
and inexplicably she becomes suspicious. It is only later that she realizes she herself is a target
for a twisted killer.
Second Time Around Jul 24 2019 Nicholas Spencer, charismatic head of the medical research
company Gen-Stone, involved in the development of an anticancer vaccine, suddenly disappears.
His private plane crashes, but his body is not found. Rocking the financial and medical world
even more, comes the shocking revelation that Spencer had looted Gen-Stone of huge sums of
money - and that his wife, Lynn, is accused of having participated in the scam. Narrowly
escaping death when her mansion is set on fire, Lynn turns to her stepsister, Carley, a columnist
for the Wall Street Weekly, to help prove that she was not her husband's accomplice. As Carley
proceeds with her investigation, she is confronted by seemingly impenetrable questions: Is
Nicholas Spencer dead or in hiding? Was he guilty or set up? And as the facts begin to unfold,
she becomes the focus of a dangerous group involved in a sinister and fraudulent scheme.
The Shadow of Your Smile Oct 31 2022 Olivia Morrow, old and in failing health, must choose
whether or not to reveal an explosive family secret--that her deceased cousin Catherine, a nun
being considered for beatification by the Catholic Church, gave birth to a child and gave him up

for adoption.
The Lottery Winner Oct 26 2019 Alvirah Meehan, one of Mary Higgins Clark's most beloved
characters, returns in these dazzling, intertwined tales of sleuthing and suspense. Alvirah, the
former cleaning lady who struck it rich in the lottery, made her first appearance in Weep No
More, My Lady. Now, with her devoted mate, Willy, the ever-resourceful Alvirah delves into
crime-solving on a grand scale -- and with her own inimitable style. Among their many
adventures, Alvirah and Willy find a dead actress in their Central Park South condominium upon
their return from London in "The Body in the Closet." Needing a break from the big city, they
escape to Cape Cod -- only to meet a would-be heiress framed for murder in "Death on the
Cape." When Alvirah and Willy seek the tranquillity of the Cypress Point Spa, it's the perfect
getaway -- until a jewel thief turns up in "The Lottery Winner." Back in Manhattan, the search
for a neighbor's missing newborn makes for a suspense-filled Christmas in "Bye, Baby Bunting."
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